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Abstract 

The coordinate compound is an 
indispensable part of Chinese. We divide 
the compound words into three types. They 
are synonymous compounds, related 
compounds and opposite compounds. 
Based on the previous researches, we use 
the method of word embedding to study 
them from diachronic and synchronic 
perspectives. First of all, the formation 
time, the process and result of semantic 
changes of these three kinds of compound 
words have been discussed. Then from the 
synchronic perspective, this paper studies 
the usage and characteristics of three kinds 
of compound words in modern Chinese. 

1 Introduction 

Coordinate compound plays an important part in 
modern Chinese. It has gone through a long 
historical development process from monosyllabic 
words to phrases to coordinate compounds, and 
then it was finally fixed in the form of words. Ma 
(1983) put the Coordinate Compounds into 
“Pianlie” (骈列 ). At present, the definition of 
coordinate compound is that a word composed of 
two identical, similar, related, or opposite roots 
(Huang and Liao, 2002). 

From the perspective of meaning, scholars in 
linguistics have different views on the 

classification of coordinate compounds. Ma (1983) 
and Hu (1995) thought that coordinate compounds 
should be divided into two categories. They are 
synonym and antonym. Li (2007) and Xiang (1993) 
preferred to three kinds, they are synonymy, 
related word and antonym, while Xing (2015) 
thought that dividing them into synonymy, related 
word, antonym and partial word would be better. 
Moreover, Ren (1981) inherited the view of Xing 
and then divided related word into related 
morpheme and distant morpheme. 

In this paper, we tend to divide the coordinate 
compounds into three types. They are synonymous 
compounds, related compounds and opposite 
compounds. 

(1) The first type is synonymous compound. It
refers to compound words composed of two 
synonymous or near-synonymous morphemes. 
Under these circumstances, the meanings of the 
two morphemes A and B may not be exactly the 
same, or they each have multiple meanings. 

e.g. 阿荣的面庞愈发显得白皙  、娇艳。
（《生为女人》）

       A Rong’s face is more and more white and 
beautiful. (Born as a woman) 

In Shuo Wen Jie Zi, "bai" was interpreted as 
"Western color”. When a funeral was held, 
everything must be white. “Skin white” was 
indicated as “xi” (皙 ). While in the Modern 
Chinese Dictionary, “bai and xi” (白皙) means the 
skin color of somebody is very white. 

(2) The second one is related compound. It is a
combination of two meaning-related morphemes. 
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Therefore, the meanings of the two morphemes A 
and B are completely irrelevant. They belong to the 
same category. 

e.g. 民为贵，社稷次之，君为轻。（《孟
子》） 

        The people are most important, the country 
is second, the king is light. (Meng Zi) 

“She” (社) is the god of earth, and “ji” (稷) is 
the god of the cereal. But the two combined "she 
and ji" (社稷) means the whole country. 

(3) The last one is the opposite compound. It is a 
combination of two morphemes of opposite 
meanings. The meanings of the two morphemes A 
and B are opposite. To a certain extent, whether a 
word belongs to a related compound or an opposite 
compound is confusing. 

e.g. 我们的得失 ，是直接同板门店的谈判桌
联系着的。（《东方》） 

       Our gains and losses are directly linked to 
the negotiating table of the Panmunjom store. 
(Dong Fang) 

The meaning of “de” (得 ) is gain and the 
meaning of “shi” (失) is loss. “De and shi” (得失) 
means the combination of gain and loss. 

According to the classification of coordinate 
compounds, we can roughly summarize the 
semantic changes of compound words AB as these 
points in Table 1. The specific situation will be 
introduced in the fourth part of this paper. 

 

 
 

Table 1: Combined form of coordinate compounds 
 

In this paper, we plan to explore the semantic 
changes of coordinate compounds from the 
diachronic and synchronic perspectives. From the 
diachronic point of view, we will study the 
formation time, the way semantics change, and the 
process of semantic changes of these three types of 
compound words. In addition, from the synchronic 
point of view, we will explore the use of three 

types of compound words in modern Chinese and 
their similarities and differences. 

2 Related Work 

The formation of coordinate compounds had a long 
history and this kind of word formation had strong 
ability to produce words. It was not noticed until 
the emergence of Ma’s Grammar. So far, the 
research on coordinate compounds had been 
carried out from many angles, and the research 
results were very rich. 

On the one hand, many studies were based on 
ancient Chinese studies and most of them did 
researches on the use of words in a book. 
According to Du (2005), from the four aspects of 
the relationship between morpheme meaning and 
morpheme meaning, the relationship between 
morpheme meaning and word meaning, the source 
of word meaning and the distribution of part of 
speech, the structure types of compound words in 
Mo Zi were investigated. Xie and Mao (2006) 
studied the synonymous compounds in Song Shu. 
Li (2009) explored coordinate compounds in 
Mencius from the surface structure to the internal 
semantics. Li (2012) analyzed the grammatical 
structure and semantic types of coordinate 
compounds in Shui Hu Zhuan from a quantitative 
perspective. 

On the other hand, many researches had been 
done on modern Chinese. Hao (2004) did the 
exhaustive analysis of all coordinate compounds in 
Modern Chinese Dictionary. Han (2008) studied 
the idiom ratio of the “lianwen” (连文), “duiwen” 
(对文) phenomenon and the reasons for the idioms. 
Wang (2011) explored the structure, morpheme 
order, transformation and parallel mechanism of 
the parallel two-syllable compounds. Luo (2012) 
discussed the surplus phenomenon of coordinate 
compounds in modern Chinese. 

Except for Chinese, some studies also discussed 
other languages. Hu (1986) studied the 
composition and semantic features of the 
compound words in modern Tibetan language. 
Quan (1990) revealed the characteristics and 
similarities of Chinese and Korean compound 
nouns in terms of their historical origins. 
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3 Method  

Word embedding is widely used in the field of 
deep learning. In addition, Word embedding can 
represent word features and have good semantic 
characteristics. It is able to distribute the different 
syntactic and semantic features of a word to each 
dimension. According to the word embedding, we 
can calculate the semantic similarity between 
words. For example, Table 2 lists the 10 words that 
are most similar to the meaning of “jiannan” (艰难) 
in the People’s Daily corpus. 

We study coordinate compounds from 
diachronic and synchronic perspectives. From a 
diachronic point of view, the corpus is divided into 
eight periods, which are the Pre-Qin Period, Han-
Wei-Jin-Northern and Southern Dynasties, Tang 
Dynasty, Song Dynasty, Yuan Dynasty, Ming 
Dynasty, Qing Dynasty and Modern Chinese 
(People’s Daily). Moreover, from a synchronic 
perspective, the corpus consists of three parts: 
People’s Daily (an official newspaper of China), 
Zhihu (a Chinese question answering website), 
Sina Weibo (a social media platform launched by 
Sina). 

 
 
Table 2: The related words of “jiannan” (艰难) 

4 Diachronic Study 

We divide the coordinate compounds into three 
categories, which are synonymous compounds, 
related compounds, and opposite compounds. Most 
of them can be classified clearly, but there are also 
cases where the synonymous compounds and the 
opposite compounds overlap. For example, “hand 
and foot” (手足 ), some scholars attribute it to 
synonymous compounds, and other scholars 
classify it as an opposite compound. In this paper, 
we have selected some representative words, using 
word embedding to study the semantic changes of 

these words. From a diachronic perspective, each 
type of words has their own changing 
characteristics.  

4.1 Synonymous Compounds 

There are two kinds of semantic variations of 
synonymous compounds. One is AB ≈ A ≈ B ≈ 
A + B. The morphemes A and B have the same 
meaning, so the meaning of compound word AB is 
the combination of their respective meaning. But 
when A and B are polysemy, the meaning of AB is 
a high-level summary of their shared meanings. 
The other is AB = A (if A < B) or AB = B (if A > 
B). In this case, the semantic range of one of 
morphemes A and B is much larger than the other 
one. That is to say, they may have a top-down 
relationship. We have listed the semantic similarity 
of synonymous compounds in Table 3. 

(1) AB ≈ A ≈ B ≈ A + B 
The meaning of A and B in “ya and chi” (牙齿), 

“zhui and zhu”(追逐), “ben and zou”(奔走) are 
almost the same. For example, both “ya”(牙) and 
“chi”(齿 ) means teeth in modern Chinese and 
“zhui” (追) and “zhu” (逐) have the same meaning 
of running. 

From the eight periods in Table 3, we can find 
the semantics of AB are sometimes closer to A, 
sometimes closer to B, and not point to one side all 
the time. The reason is that A and B have the same 
meaning when they are used as monosyllabic 
words, so there is no difference between a 
compound word pointing to A or B. 

(2) AB = A (if A < B) or AB = B (if A > B) 
When the semantic scope of A and B is different, 

the meaning of AB always points to the party with 
a small semantic range. 

As is shown in the table 3, the synonymous 
compounds, for example, “qi and xie” (器械 ), 
“jiang and tu” (疆土). The semantic scope of “qi” 
(器) and “tu” (土) is far greater than that of “xie” 
(械) and “tu”(土). All utensils can be called “qi” 
(器), while “xie” (械) mainly refers to weapon and 
tool. The word formation time of “qi and xie” (器
械) and “jiang and tu” (疆土) could date back to 
the Pre-Qin period. 

4.2 Related Compounds 

Compared with its constituents A and B, the 
semantic variant of related compound AB has two 
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tendencies. One is AB > A + B. A and B represent 
the same kind of things, but the semantic range of 
compound word AB is much larger than that of A 
and B alone. The other is AB=C. That is to say this 
compound word AB has a new meaning C on the 
basis of A and B. 

(1) AB > A + B 
As is shown in the Table 4, “spring” (春) and 

“autumn” ( 秋 ) are two seasons, but the 
combination of them is the general term for the 
four seasons including summer and winter. “Red” 
(丹) and “green” (青) are all ores that can be used 
as pigment. While the combination of “red and 
green” (丹青 ) can not only represent beautiful 
colors including red and green, it also refers to the 
painting art. 

At this point, the semantic similarity between 
compound word AB and A or B is not high, while 
the semantic similarity between A and B is the 
highest. The main reason is that A and B belong to 
the same category, so they appear similarly in the 
text. 

(2) AB=C 
“Earth God and Cereal God” (社稷) refers to 

country. But “Earth God” (社) and “Cereal God” 
(稷 ) represent the figures of Chinese legends, 
namely the gods of the earth and the gods of the 
cereal. The similar words are “bone and meat” (骨
肉), “scoop and liquor” (斟酌), etc. The semantics 
of the related words after combination are 
independent of A and B, but they have a new 
meaning on the basis of original meaning. 
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Therefore, from a diachronic point of view, the 
meaning of related compounds is closer to their 
new meaning after combination in vector space. 

4.3 Opposite Compounds 

Compared with the synonymous compounds and 
the related compounds, the situation of the 
opposite compounds are much more complicated. 
From the Table 5, we can find there are three types 
of the semantic change. The first one is AB = A/B. 
It means the meaning of the opposite compound 
word AB only points to one of A and B, and the 
meaning of the other morpheme disappears. The 
second one is AB ≈ A + B. The combination of 
the meanings of A and B is roughly equivalent to 
the meaning of compound words. The third one is 
AB = C. The meaning of compound word is the 
extended meaning or metaphorical meaning of the 
original word, which gives rise to a new meaning 
on the basis of the original word. 

(1) AB = A/B 
Let's look at the first one. The appearance time 

of “good and bad” (好歹), “forget and remember” 
( 忘 记 ) was not earlier than other opposite 
compounds. Their semantics point to "bad" (歹) 
and "forget"(忘), besides the meaning of the other 
morpheme of AB disappeared, which was 

consistent with the development trend of semantic 
similarity calculated from word embedding. 
Moreover, from the ancient Chinese to the modern 
Chinese, this directionality may become more 
obvious. For example, the semantic similarity 
between “forget and remember” ( 忘 记 ) and 
“forget” (忘) was 0.3842 in Song dynasty, while in 
modern Chinese it reaches 0.7529. 

(2) AB ≈ A + B 
The second one is AB ≈ A + B. The distance 

between compound word AB and A in vector 
space is almost the same as that of B. This kind of 
words is similar to the related compounds, such as 
“spring and autumn” (春秋), “red and green” (丹
青). The difference is that the semantic similarity 
between the related compound AB and A or B is 
higher, while the semantic similarity between A 
and B in the opposite compounds is not high. It is 
because that the meaning of opposite compounds is 
the combination of A and B, for example, “reward 
and punishment” (赏罚) points to "reward" (赏) 
and "punishment"(罚) at the same time. But A and 
B are not tightly combined and can be used 
separately in modern Chinese. 

(3) AB = C 
The third type is AB = C. The opposite 

compound of this kind is similar to “Earth God and 
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Cereal God” (社稷), “scoop and liquor” (斟酌) of 
related compounds. They are semantically similar 
to the new meaning, which comes with the help of 
extensions, metaphors, etc. For example, “victory 
or defeat” (胜负) and “high and lower” (高下) are 
the new meaning of “female and male” (雌雄) in 
Chinese, and the semantic similarity of “female 
and male” (雌雄) is closer to that of “victory or 
defeat” (胜负) and “high and lower” (高下). When 
AB = C, the new meaning and the old meaning of 
the opposite compounds are used simultaneously, 
while the related compounds mainly use the old 
meaning. In this way, the stability of the opposite 
compounds which points to new meanings is not as 
high as that of related compounds. 

5 Synchronic study 

Based on the People's Daily, Zhihu and Sina 
Weibo, we study the usage of compound words in 
modern Chinese from the perspective of 
synchronicity. There are two characteristics：.  

As for “wen and zi” (文字), which is one of the 
synonymous compounds, the semantic similarity of 
“wen” (文) and “zi” (字), “wen and zi” (文字) and 
“wen” (文) and “wen and zi” (文字) and “zi” (字) 
in People's Daily is lower than those in Zhihu and 
Sina Weibo (Table 6). What is the reason for this? 
As we all know, People's Daily is the official news 
web and Zhihu is a question and answer website. 
Most of the words in People's Daily corpus are just 
like written language, while those in Zhihu are 
more colloquial. Besides, as the biggest social 
networking site in China, most of the young people 
chat on the Sina and talk about the entertainment 
news. Therefore, Sina Weibo’s spoken words are 
more intense. Because of this, the vocabulary used 
by people in Sina Weibo and Zhihu is less than that 
in People's Daily. 

The compound words like “jiang and tu” (疆土), 
“red and green” (丹青) and “earth god and cereal 
god” (社稷) are difficult to compare their semantic 
similarities. This is because many coordinate 
compounds are more like ancient Chinese. 
Although they still have vitality in written 
language, they are rarely used in everyday spoken 
language. What’s more, as new words come into 
being, they are gradually replaced by other words. 

 

 
 

Table 6: The semantic similarity of “wen and zi” 
(文字) 

6 Conclusions 

The coordinate compounds are studied by using 
word embedding, and we can get the following 
conclusions.  

Firstly, the lexicalization of coordinate 
compounds began very early, and many words 
were used together in the pre-Qin period. 

Secondly, in a certain sense, there are some 
similarities in the semantic change process of 
related and opposite compounds, but the change of 
opposite compounds is more complicated. 

Thirdly, from a diachronic perspective, the 
semantic similarity between compound words and 
their components has been declining with the 
development of time. The reason is that the words 
have strong ability to produce words, and new 
words which are similar to compound words in 
meaning are constantly being generated. 

Fourth, from a synchronic perspective, some 
coordinate compounds are similar to those in 
ancient Chinese. So they are no longer used in 
modern Chinese, especially in the corpus of Sina 
weibo, Zhihu and other spoken languages. 
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